Pillar Construction is a full service specialty contractor doing business in various markets in the US. Established in the Washington D.C. area, the company has experienced rapid growth. Currently, we serve the East coast and the Southwest regions from our 4 regional offices.

Our architects, engineers, construction professionals and applicators combined experience qualify us to deliver excellent quality, and the opportunity to provide value engineering options to achieve the best results at a competitive price.

We offer a complete package of construction services ranging from new construction, renovations, inspections, material selection, installation and maintenance.
Membranes and barriers protect the building from air leakage and vapor transmission. Sealing the building envelope is one of the most cost effective ways to increase the energy efficiency of a building.

Pillar Construction installs a wide variety of barriers that work in conjunction with any exterior cladding to protect and seal the building.

Pillar Construction is an ABAA certified applicator for the professional installation of self adhered and fluid applied membranes. Very popular in the northern states, air barriers have become a standard building component for all environmentally friendly structures.

As a skin contractor, Pillar understands and manages all the components of the building envelope. Seamless installation and proper sequencing of components result in a higher quality service.
Pillar construction’s competitive pricing, focussed supervision and proactive management make Pillar Construction Drywall a perfect partner on every project.

We offer a complete drywall package service that includes internal partition exterior framing acoustical ceilings, thermal and acoustical insulation rough carpentry, spray foam insulation.

Our specialty finishes team has successfully completed venetian plaster, textured coating and high end artesian finishes in hospitality, commercial, residential and retail projects.
New products and facade systems such as terra-cotta and cement board rain screen systems are replacing traditional skin claddings. These systems bring a higher challenge to the building skin contractor. New and innovative exterior claddings, waterproofing products, exterior substructures and framing, all behave as a synergetic assembly.

Pillar Construction experience with all the components of the building skin provides a comprehensive approach to the building’s envelope.

Pillar Construction understands and manages all the components of the building envelope for a seamless installation of all the exterior wall components.

Pillar construction also installs specialty finishes for interior applications. We install venetian plaster, traditional plaster and a wide variety of textured finishes to make reality the architect’s vision and design.
With millions of square feet of exterior coatings installed, Pillar Construction has the experience to handle high-rise applications as well as complete suburban campuses. Completed projects in the Northeast and Southwest have given us the exposure to almost any kind of site and climate conditions.

EIFS and Stucco claddings have incorporated waterproofing capabilities providing architects countless skin options. EIFS is a cost efficient, code compliant and environmentally friendly building envelope.
Pillar construction offers a full and complete array of construction services ranging from metal framing, drywall, insulation, air barriers, exterior coating, sealants and specialty finishes making it a one stop shop for property owners, hospitality and management firms.

We can assist with the design selection, budget and preconstruction services that will reduce construction time and make efficient use of resources to complete a new construction or a renovation project on time.

All the buildings Pillar Construction has renovated were fully occupied and functioning while the skin restoration was under way reducing down time and loss of revenue.

Pillar Construction is licensed in over 15 states.
Pillar construction offers a full and complete array of construction services ranging from metal framing, drywall, insulation, air barriers, exterior coating, sealants and specialty finishes making it a one stop shop for building owners and management firms.

We assist with the design selection, budget and preconstruction services that will reduce construction time and make efficient use of all the resources to complete a new construction or a renovation project on time.

We work on new construction and renovations. All the buildings Pillar has renovated were fully occupied and functioning while the skin restoration was underway reducing down time and loss of revenue.

Pillar Construction is licensed in more than 15 states and has work under construction in over 10 states simultaneously.
Restoration

Bringing back the beauty and proper functionality of existing structures requires expertise and understanding of building technologies.

Pillar Construction offers the experience that an extensive portfolio of restoration projects provides and a detailed project management approach to deal with unforeseen conditions inherent to a restoration project.

The exterior skin of a building has a limited life span and requires maintenance. Pillar Construction has worked on partial repairs and total re-skin of high-rise structures.

While fully occupied, the exterior cladding and sheathing were removed and new sheathing, air barrier and new finish cladding were installed. The new building skin performs to current energy requirements. The buildings not only regained the structural performance of the exterior components but they also got a face-lift and renewed look.